Re-initiation blocked - one
round of replication finishes
before the next begins
The chromosomes condense are
are pulled apart mechanically
by a tubulin spindle

Structure similar to Fts Z
Different function - pulls
chromosomes apart

Superficially similar to
bacteria, but different

The nuclear membrane
(absent in bacteria) dissolves
Sophisticated circuits have evolved in
multicellular organisms to balance the
production of different cell types
Controlled by death as well as birth

In multicellular organisms that consist of many
different types of cells , development requires
precisely coordinated production of these types
Not all the cells in a multicellular
organism retain the ability to divide

In mature plants , proliferation is
restricted to discrete meristem areas
Plants

The patterns and planes of division within
meristems define the form of the mature plant
Similar situations occur in
types of animal cells
Equally, to form two other stem cells
Unequally , to form one stem cell and one committed
progenitor , which can only divide a few times before
starting to differente terminally into a keratinocyte

It contains stem cells, which
can divide in various ways

For example, the basal cell layer
performs an equivalent function in
the human skin epidermi s

These stem cells need contact
with the dermis to function
In the bone marrow of adult mammals
Also require contact [specific signals, perhaps]
Give rise to T and B cells
Give rise to the white

Takes about twice the time to
replicate its circular chromosome

Under optimal conditions at 40°, E.
Coli can divide every 20 minutes

The production of blood cells
also involves stem cells

Committed progenitors
Myeloid stem cells

DNA replicates

There are very few stem cells to prevent cancer (cancer needs cells that are not programmed to die)
Accumulation of mature white cells or of differentiated cells can lead to chronic or acute myeloid leukaemia

Diseases

Mechanism

The developmental fates and proliferation of cells in these
sorts of pathways are regulated by growth factors .
Mammalian stem cells usually require
growth factors to be presented by direct
contact with the cell which secretes them

Stimulates the epidermis

Growth factors
Epidermal growth factor

Present in saliva

E.g.
Nerve growth factor

Platelet derived growth factor (PDGF)
Produced as a result of oxygen depravation
Stimulates the production of more RBCs
(e.g.: parly the job of insulin)

Protection against cancer

Animals

Erythropoietin
Various hormones

Tumours result from a mix of defective cell
death and overstimulated cell division

In normal tissue, cell division
by cell death
is

The "default" mode of some cells is suicide

Regulated by a complex
signalling network
Mitochondria start to leak,
membranes disintegrate, etc...

Without these survival factors,
they commit suicide by apoptosis

Some growth factors, survival factors ,
are essential for cell survival
Cell death

ced9 (Bcl 2 in mammals)
inhibits ced 4
ced4 effectively sentences the
cell to death

ced4 activates ced 3

ced3 (caspase protease) kills the cell

Elongation of cylindrical E. Coli cell
Concomitant synthesis of more peptidoglycan cell wall
Little known about this
Thought to involve a tubulin-like
protein called Fts Z
Complex mechanisms to ensure that
chromosomes are out of the way before
Fts Z ring divides the cell in two

Plants

etc...

Involves in healing

Cell grows

Cells separate

Cytokinin
Auxin

May facilitate partition into progeny cells

As DNA replication occurs

Patterns of
Proliferation

Can be short or long range

Hence licking wounds)

Bacteria

Eukaryotes

Keeps us by allowing new initiations before the
previous round is terminated ( overlapping
cycles of replication ).

The origins of replication are at the poles of the cell
Chromosme becomes attached
to cell membrane

Breaks rules
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If stationary phase bacteria are diluted into excess nutrient, a
LAG occurs before they resume exponential division

Lymphoid stem cells

cells

Also to megakaryocytes

Their numbers then become stationary or even decline

Animals

Produce platelets
Through multiple rounds
of DNA replication

Until they have exhausted nutrients or produced toxins
In abundant nutrient, bacteria
divide exponentially

Stem cells

Pluripotent stem cells divide to produce more of
themselves as well as committed progenitors .

An example of a pathway that
regulates cell death

Thought to physically divide
the cell in two

E.g: attachment to membrane

